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CASE STUDY

Trans Pennine Trail
We undertook the resurfacing of the Trans Pennine Trail 
on behalf of Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council. 
The scheme involved the resurfacing of multi-user 
routes in preparation for the Tour de Yorkshire in the 
summer months. 

The centrepiece of the scheme was the mosaic 
sculpture, surrounded by the bespoke designed resin 
bound compass installed by our specialist surfacing 
team.  The end result is a striking black and white design 
which compliments the colours and style of the 
sculpture.

Working With You...
We can work with your ideas to create a unique and 
bespoke design. Our years of experience in resin 
surfacing enables us to suggest suitable aggregates and 
trims to create a finished product that exceeds your 
expectations and provides an exciting and personalised 
feature.

For more information or to discuss your requirements 
and ideas, please contact:

Simon Wolstenholme - Contracts Manager
Phone: 01246 859 666
email: simon.wolstenholme@killingley.co.uk

Abbey Primary School
We were contracted in spring 2017 by Abbey Primary 
School in Forest Town to undertake the installation of a 
new Heritage Garden within the school grounds. Part of 
the scheme included the requirement for a bespoke Bee 
designed feature. Originally planned as being a sculpture 
within the footpaths, we suggested a resin surface 
incorporating the schools ‘Bee’ logo would be an exciting 
and unusual feature.

Working with the school arts teacher, the original 
designer of the logo, the image was drawn and the trims 
installed before being infilled with the vibrant UV stable 
resin bound surface. 

The school is delighted with the finished result which 
provides a highly decorative feature that will be low 
maintenance and durable. The design is perfect for 
primary school children; providing a smooth, safe, hard 
wearing surface in colours that will last.

“We are extremely pleased with our garden project. The service we have received from Killingley 
has been excellent … We would like to say thank you for the professionalism and hard work.”
Danielle Mcintyre

Bespoke Resin Designs
At NT Killingley we have the inhouse capabilities and 
experience to carry out bespoke and complex resin 
designs.
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